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Abstract
The %ctitious domain (FD) method is an interesting method of 0ow calculation for domains where mesh
generation is not straightforward. This method has been reported in literature to be able to simulate 0ow in
relatively open domains with incompressible 0uids. In this paper a FD technique is tested for 0ow calculations
inside closed geometries and for compressible 0ow. The computational 0uid dynamics code FLUENT, versions
5.4 and 6.0, has been extended with user-de%ned functions and has been used for the analysis of incompressible
0ow in a lobe pump and the analysis of compressible 0ow in a tooth compressor. The results show that the
FD method can be made to work for incompressible 0ow, although further development is necessary for
compressible 0ow.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The %ctitious domain (FD) method is a name for several computational 0uid dynamics techniques
that have as feature that in the 0uid domain parts of the real geometry are not present as boundaries,
yet these boundaries are emulated by adapting the 0ow equations.
Consider a domain  and a subdomain ! with boundaries 9 and 9! as visualized in Fig. 1.
\! is the 0uid part of the domain and ! is the solid part. In \! the 0ow is de%ned by the
Navier–Stokes equations with appropriate boundary conditions.
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Fig. 1. A domain  with subdomain !.
The boundary conditions on 9 are explicitly de%ned. In FD methods, the Navier–Stokes equations
are extended to the entire domain . In ! certain terms are added to the Navier–Stokes equations
to provide 0ow conditions at the immersed interface 9! equaling as much as possible the desired
boundary conditions. These added terms can be physically interpreted as body forces and possibly
mass sources.
The idea of the FD method was conceived in the 60s and the early 70s by various investigators
of the Marchuk–Yanenko school of numerical mathematics at Novosibirsk. The method was mainly
aimed at steady 0ow in complex domains. The expansion in computational power of the last years
has made this idea obsolete. More recently, the FD method is being developed to calculate unsteady
incompressible 0ows in domains with moving geometries. A well known example is the calculation
of blood-0ow past a heart valve by Baaijens [1].
At the moment, there are four diFerent techniques that qualify as FD techniques. The %rst one
is the Lagrange multiplier %ctitious domain (LMFD) method, of which Glowinski is a prominent
developer [5,10,11]. In this method, the Navier–Stokes equations, which are valid in the 0uid domain
, are combined with boundary conditions on the %ctitious boundaries 9! in a variational form with
the use of a Lagrange multiplier.
The incompressible 5ow equations:
∇ · u˜= 0; (1)
9˜u
9t − Iu˜+ (˜u · ∇)˜u+
∇p
	
= f˜: (2)
Boundary conditions:
u˜(˜x; 0) = u˜0(˜x); x˜∈\!; (3)
u˜= g˜0 on 9; (4)
u˜= g˜1 on 9!: (5)
Functional Spaces:
Vg0(t) = v˜ | v˜∈ (H 1())d; v˜= g˜0(t) on 9; (6)
V0 = (H 10 ())
d; (7)
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L20() = q | q∈L2();
∫

q dx˜ = 0; (8)
(t) = (H−1=2((t)))d: (9)
Consider U˜0 (resp.
˜˜f) such that U˜0 = u˜0 (resp.
˜˜f = f˜) in \! and ∇ · U˜0 = 0.
It can be shown that this problem is equivalent to:
For t¿ 0, %nd {U (t); P(t); (t)}∈Vg0(t) × L20()× (t) such that∫

9U
9t · v˜ dx˜ + 
∫

∇U · ∇v˜ dx˜ +
∫

(U · ∇)U · v˜ dx˜ −
∫

P∇ · v˜ dx˜ (10)
=
∫

˜˜f · v˜ dx˜ +
∫
9!
 · v˜ ds; ∀˜v∈V0; (11)
∇ · U (t) = 0; (12)
U (0) = U0; (13)
U (t) = g1 on 9!: (14)
This multiplier  can be physically interpreted as the force on the %ctitious boundary. A further
version of the LMFD method which allows direct numerical simulation of geometries with moving
boundaries is the distributed LMFD method. With this technique, the 0ow inside the sub-domain !
is constrained to be a rigid body motion by using a well-chosen %eld of Lagrange multipliers. This
technique has been applied to the sedimentation of particles in incompressible 0uid [5,11], DNS
simulation of a heart valve [1] and the 0ow in a stirred reactor [2].
A second technique is the Cartesian grid method [13,14]. Here the governing equations are dis-
cretized on a Cartesian grid which does not conform to the immersed boundaries. At the location
of the immersed boundary, the mass conservation is calculated using a special formulation for the
mass 0uxes through the cell faces, which is equivalent with spacial discretization following 9! more
closely. This gives complete control over the boundary 0uxes at 9!, allowing discrete jumps of 0ow
parameters at this interface. It is therefore possible to eFectively simulate the boundary conditions
of a real wall. The sharply de%ned interface and the bene%ts in terms of computational eNciency
of Cartesian grids are responsible for increasing popularity. However, the need for special calcula-
tions of mass 0uxes make the independent implementation of this method in commercial packages
impossible.
Another technique is the immersed interface or immersed boundary method. This technique was
developed by Peskin and adapted by Le Veque and Li [8]. In this technique, the interaction force
exercised by the immersed (%ctitious) boundary is explicitly added to the Navier–Stokes equations
∇ · u˜= 0; (15)
	
9˜u
9t − Iu˜+ 	(˜u · ∇)˜u+∇p= f˜; (16)
f˜(˜x; t) =
∫
9!
F˜(s; t) · (˜x − X˜ (s; t)) ds; (17)
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where X˜ (s; t) is a point on 9!, de%ned by time t and curve parameter s. F˜(s; t) is a de%nition of
the force exercised by the 0ow on 9!.
In theory, the force F˜(s; t) should be applied to the 0uid using a Dirac delta function  in order to
obtain a sharp solid–0uid boundary. In practical cases, the in0uence of this delta function is smeared
out by the use of an approximated delta function. The choice of this function gives rise to several
diFerent methods [3,7–9,12]. It is pointed out that this technique usually causes loss of accuracy
near the immersed boundary.
The last technique is the penalty force (PFFD) technique [4,6]. This method is similar to the
previous one in that it also consists of applying a singular force to mimic the in0uence of a %ctitious
boundary. In this method, a penalty force is applied to cells in !. Assuming the velocity of the
solid part known, the penalty force must ensure a correct velocity at the immersed interface. For
incompressible 0ow, a velocity-boundary condition is suNcient to obtain a well-posed problem, if
this velocity-boundary condition expresses a rigid body movement. If the energy equation of the
Navier–Stokes equations is calculated as well, the in0uence of the penalty force must be added to
the energy equation the same way as any other body force. It is veri%ed that the internal 0ow inside
the solid part ! of the domain has no in0uence on the 0ow in the 0uid part \! of the domain
[4].
A version of this last technique is used in this paper. For this paper a lobe pump and a tooth
compressor were simulated using the commercial package FLUENT. In both cases the rotors are %cti-
tious. FLUENT uses a co-located grid, meaning that all 0ow parameters are stored in the cell-centers.
Therefore, a user-de%ned function is written to determine whether a cell-center is located inside a
rotor. Other user-de%ned functions determine the X - and Y -coordinate of the penalty force in such
a center. These functions are easily added to the FLUENT code.
To verify inside which rotor a point P is situated, a simple algorithm was used. Let  be the
angle between two points on the surface of one of the rotors separated by an arclength ds, as seen
from point P. The integral
∮
 · ds over the rotor surface is 0 if point P lies outside the rotor, and
2! if P lies inside the rotor. The penalty force itself has the following form:
F˜p =−C0 × (v˜w − v˜):
In this equation, C0 is a large constant, v˜ is the 0uid velocity and v˜w (= radius × rotational speed)
is the desired velocity. This penalty force is introduced in every cell-center located inside one of
the rotors.
2. Results
2.1. 2D Lobe pump
The %rst case simulated is a lobe pump with two three-lobe rotors. The rotational speed is 460 rpm.
The pumped 0uid has density 880 kg=m3 and viscosity 0:04048 kg=ms. The surface of one rotor is
0:00729559 m2. Out of this, the theoretical mass 0ow rate can be calculated to be 87:61 kg=s. A gap
is always present between the rotors. This gap varies in size during each cycle. Due to leakage, the
mass 0ow rate is expected to be smaller than 87:61 kg=s.
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Fig. 2. A mesh of 435 cells is applied to the entire domain. Cells with centers in either rotor are coloured accordingly.
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Fig. 3. Mass 0ow rate for rotor frozen in %xed position vs. penalty force strength factor C0. Used grids : unstructured 783
cells and 12,836 cells, structured 4196 cells, unstructured 783 cells re%ned on pressure gradient to 7834 cells, structured
4196 cells re%ned on pressure gradient to 10,038 cells and 24,750 cells.
The pump is simulated using the PFFD method. Fig. 2 shows one of the meshes used with the
%ctitious rotors. Dependency on both mesh size and strength of the penalty force is checked. In order
to do this, calculations are performed with the rotors frozen in a %xed position to save calculation
time. Results are shown in Fig. 3.
The mass 0ow rate is independent of the strength of the penalty force from a certain point on.
However, the mass 0ow rate does depend on the mesh size. If the mesh size is too large to resolve
the gaps between the rotors, problems arise where two neighbouring cells belong to two diFerent
rotors (i.e. the contact zone between both rotors). Here the penalty forces try to enforce a velocity
jump. As this is impossible, the diFerence between desired velocity and real velocity is relatively
large. This causes large local body forces, which in turn cause very large pressure diFerences (cf.
Figs. 4 and 5 left).
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Fig. 4. Contours of constant pressure. Frozen rotor FD calculation. 4196 cells, structured grid, C0 = 11× 1011. Notice the
pressure peak in the rotor contact zone.
Fig. 5. Contours of constant rotational velocity. The rotational velocity should be 460 rpm on the entire rotor surface.
(Left) Grid as in Fig. 4, C0 = 23 × 1020. Rotational velocity ranges from 410 to 490 rpm on the surface of the rotors.
(Right) Grid re%ned on pressure gradients to a total of 24,750 cells. The rotational velocity is between 458 and 461 rpm
on the rotor surface. Discrepancies inside the solid are caused by the non-smooth mesh around the inner walls.
The in0uence of these pressure diFerences spreads through most of the domain and causes incorrect
velocities in a large portion of the rotors (cf. Fig. 5 left). If the gaps are resolved, the pressure peaks
are much smaller and much more localised. The velocity condition can be enforced on the entire
rotor-surface (cf. Fig. 5 right). Further mesh re%nement gives no gain.
To assess the quality of the results, an unsteady calculation is performed on a mesh (22,191
cells) which is suNciently re%ned near the rotor contact zone. The penalty force factor C0 is 1012.
The resulting mass 0ow rate is shown in Fig. 6. The mean mass 0ow rate is 85:42 kg=s. As the
theoretical mass 0ow rate (without leakage) is 87:61 kg=s, this result is most likely very close to
reality.
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Fig. 6. Mass 0ow rate at inlet during one cycle (60◦ rotation). The used grid consists of 22,191 cells and is strongly
re%ned in the rotor contact zone. The penalty force factor C0 is 1012. The calculated mean mass 0ow rate is 85:42 kg=s.
Fig. 7. Used grid for 3D FD calculation of a tooth compressor. Cells whose centers lie in either rotor are coloured
accordingly.
2.2. 3D tooth compressor
A tooth compressor has two rotating rotors each with one tooth. It uses internal (volumetric)
compression to raise the pressure of its working 0uid. A 3D simulation of a tooth compressor was
performed using the same PFFD technique as before. Fig. 7 shows the calculation grid and the
%ctitious rotors. The working 0uid is air. The rotational speed is 5000 rpm.
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Fig. 8. Contours of constant pressure in the centerplane. Although the pressure gain should be several bar, the result
shows hardly any pressure rise.
The pressure rise should be several bar. As is shown in Fig. 8, the simulated result is far oF.
Hardly any pressure rise can be noticed. The reason is twofold. Firstly, although for incompressible
0ow, the rigid body movement boundary condition is suNcient to ensure impermeability, this is not
so for compressible 0ow.
Rigid body movement still implies that
∮
v˜ · d˜S = 0. However, with 	 a function of pressure p,∮
	˜v · d˜S is not necessarily zero. In this case the rotors are not impermeable.
Secondly, the calculation of numerical mass 0uxes at the cell faces on co-located grids also
introduces a fault. Although the mass 0ux is physically of the form ˙˜m = v˜	A, in co-located codes
(such as the FLUENT code) an extra term is added.
˙˜m= v˜	A+
1
vref
9p
9xIxA:
This extra term is added to help suppress pressure wiggles.
If the pressure rates in the 0uid are dynamic, and therefore caused by diFerences in kinetic
energy, the extra term will be very small. Furthermore, the introduction of the grid size (Ix)
ensures consistency. However, if the pressure rate is not mainly caused by diFerences in kinetic
energy, the added term becomes relatively large and can cause a serious miscalculation of the mass
0ux. Obviously, in the case of the 3D simulation of the tooth compressor, the internal compression
can cause serious problems.
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3. Conclusion
A simple form of the PFFD method has been tested in this article. The test case for incompressible
0ow yields good general results. The mass 0ow rate calculated through a lobe pump is close to reality.
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that to obtain this result, a very %ne mesh is necessary. This
%ne mesh and the introduction of a large body force cause large calculation times. For compressible
0ow, direct application of the method is not successful. A major reason is the fact that in a 0ow with
variable density, enforcement of a kinematic restraint is not equivalent to enforcement of a mass
0ux. A large back-0ow through the rotors is noticed, making pressure build-up almost impossible.
Further development of this method for compressible 0ow is needed.
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